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Abstract
In this work the effect of vibrations on critical current density ( Jc) of superconductors has been
studied. The vibrations are shown to affect Jc of all types of superconductors during their
measurements, employing a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). Increasing vibration
frequency ( f ) and/or amplitude (A) leads to progressive reduction of Jc as a function of magnetic
field (Ba). The effect of vibrations is substantially stronger in thin films. It leads to development
of unexpected kinks on J Bc a( ) curves. Analysis of magnetization loops and relaxation of
magnetization in YBCO films revealed that the vibration effect can be treated as the effective
reduction of pinning potential. The asymmetry of the vibration effect in ascending and
descending Ba is observed, indicating differences in free energy of the corresponding vortex
structures. Thermal effects induced by vibrations with large f and A are shown to have rather
insignificant influence, while the vibrational vortex dynamics exhibit a strong impact. The
irreversibility field (Birr) is shown to be instrumentally defined, and its value depends on VSM
settings. In addition, the practical importance of Birr for Jc modeling is demonstrated.

Keywords: superconductors, vortex pinning, critical current density, vibration, vortex dynamics,
irreversibility field

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The behavior of superconductors exposed to electromagnetic
fields at different frequencies by placing the superconductors in
these fields [1–12] or by mechanical oscillations of these
superconductors in a constant DC field [13–15] has been well
documented. The superconducting response to frequencies var-
ies significantly. The enhancement of irreversible magnetization
has been reported in frequencies starting from 20 Hz [1] up to
the depinning frequency [2–4] as a result of increasing

immobility of vortices. The onset of energy dissipation above
the depinning frequency [5] was explained within the mean-field
model [6]. The shift of the irreversibility line in type-II super-
conductors [7, 9] due to enhanced relaxation of drifting vortices
[11] has explained different vortex phase transitions [8, 10].
Superconductors vibrating with kilohertz frequencies in DC
magnetic fields have been used to investigate a range of
superconducting properties from Meissner states to melting
transitions [13], superconducting sheath vortex transitions and
two co-existing orthogonal vortex lattices [14, 15]. In addition,
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superconducting films moving in inhomogeneous magnetic/
temperature environments shed light on the origin of the so-
called paramagnetic ‘Meissner’ (magnetization) effect [16].

In this work, we study the lowest frequency range
investigated to-date, which is relevant to applications of
rotating superconducting systems, such as motors, flywheels,
power generators (e.g., windmills), etc. We show unexpect-
edly dramatic influence on the behavior of different super-
conductors, which is at odds with any enhancements observed
in [1–4], but is somewhat similar to the observed shift of the
irreversibility line in [8, 9, 16], while exhibiting unexpected,
vibration driven vortex dynamics.

We employ vibration sample magnetometry (VSM)[17],
which is one of the most common approaches for determi-
nation of current-carrying capabilities of superconductors.
Generally, if standard measurements of physical properties
are carried out, it is expected that all parameters involved in
the measurements have clear designation and well-defined
influence. However, this is not the case for magnetization
measurements employing VSM. In [18], a strong deviation of
the critical current density dependence on the applied magn-
etic field (J Bc a( )) by orders of magnitude was demonstrated in
YBCO thin films as the result of variation of the never-dis-
cussed parameters of the measurements: vibration frequency
( f ) and amplitude (A). It appears that inconsistencies with
VSM measured J Bc a( ) have been known, attributed to dif-
ferences in the corresponding electric field criterion (Ecr) used
in VSM and other measurement techniques, such as transport
current measurements [19, 20]. An obvious shift between
Jc(E) curves obtained by VSM PPMS measurements and
transport current measurements can be seen in figures 10, 11
and 15 of [19]. The origin of such inconsistencies remains
unexplained so far.

Suppression of J Bc a( ) by vibrations implies that the
fundamental link - -E B Ja ccr seems to fail for VSM.
Indeed, up to now these measurements ignore the influence of
vibrations (physical movement of a sample), which leads to
wrong estimation of pinning properties [21] and irreversibility
fields [18] of superconductors. The origin of this problem has
never been discussed in the literature, instead some conclu-
sions have been made on the basis of incorrectly interpreted
results (for some examples, see [21]). However, the J Bc a( )
obtained by VSM seems to regain its meaningfulness by
minimizing vibration influence with f 0 and A 0 [18].

Hence, in this work, we experimentally study the vibra-
tion effect on superconducting current-carrying capabilities in
different superconductors and the origin of this effect. It
would allow eliminating existing inconsistencies in mea-
surements, corresponding data interpretations, and verifying
models and explanations proposed on the basis of results
obtained with instrumentally driven, phenomenological arte-
facts. The understanding of this influence can also allow one
to study possible suppression of superconducting properties
by vibrations at low frequency/amplitude, which naturally
appears during application of superconductors [22–25].

First, the effect of vibration on various superconducting
materials with different pinning properties, geometry, and at
different temperatures is discussed for thin films and bulk

samples in section 3. In section 4, more detailed study of
vibration effect on magnetization and relaxation of magneti-
zation of YBCO thin films is presented. The J Ba a( ) scaling by
the magnetic field sweep rate and the frequency of vibrations
is demonstrated in section 5. In section 6, a convenient way to
characterize the vibration effect through the irreversibility
field is explored. It is shown that the irreversibility field
dependence on VSM settings is a good representation of
vibration effect on the entire J Bc a( ) curve. Finally, the pos-
sible origin of the vibration influence is discussed in section 7.

2. Experimental details

YBCO thin film of 300 nm thickness was produced on 5 × 5
mm2 size SrTiO3 single crystal substrate using standard
pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) method [26]. Deposition was
performed by KrF excimer laser with wavelength of 248 nm
at 2 Hz repetition rate. The PLD chamber was pre-evacuated
down to 10−6 mBar. During the deposition, the substrate
temperature and back oxygen pressure were 780 ◦C and

´ -400 10 3 mBar, respectively. The thin films had critical
temperature T 89.5 0.5c K as measured by DC magnetic
measurements in MPMS at Ba = 2.5 mT.

Nb-1 thin film of 450 nm thickness with = T 8.4 0.1c

K was produced by magnetron sputtering from N4 purity Nb
target on the same SrTiO3 substrate. The back pressure in the
deposition chamber was ∼10−9 mBar. During the deposition,
the substrate temperature and back argon pressure were
350 ◦C and ´ -6.5 10 3 mBar, respectively. Nb-2 film of 450
nm thickness with = T 8.9 0.1c K was produced in the
same magnetron sputtering system with substrate temperature
500 C◦ during deposition.

MgB2 bulk sample was fabricated using in situ reaction
technique by Shcherbakova et al as described in [27–29]. The
dimensions of the sample are ´ ´1 2 3 mm3.

Nb bulk sample was cut from the N4 purity Nb bulk target
employed for the magnetron sputtering of Nb thin films in this
work. The dimensions of this Nb sample are~ ´ ´2 3 5 mm3.

Magnetization measurements were performed by Quantum
Design VSM PPMS, employing various frequencies and
amplitudes of VSM. The majority of the measurements were
performed with magnetic field sweep rate = ´ -B td d 5 10a

3

T s−1 unless specified otherwise. The magnetic field was applied
in the out-of-plane direction for the thin films and along the
longest dimension for the bulk samples. The critical current
density was determined from magnetization measurements using
the Bean formula for rectangular samples [30].

3. Influence of vibrations on Jc of various
superconducting materials

3.1. Thin films

In figure 1, the J Bc a( ) dependences of the YBCO thin film are
plotted, which are measured by VSM PPMS at 77 K for dif-
ferent f and A. The curves measured at the lowest frequency
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( f = 2Hz) and amplitude (A = 1mm) represent the J Bc a( )
behavior, which would be expected from these measurements if
only the sweep rate defining the corresponding electric field
criterion ( ~E B td dacr ) was taken into account [18]. This
behavior determined by Ecr, which can be easily scaled and
compared to the behavior measured by transport current mea-
surements [18, 21], we attribute to the undisturbed vortex state/
motion by the additional influence of high vibrational frequency
and its amplitude. Sample vibration with enhanced f and/or A
leads to the Jc degradation, which enhances with increasing f, A
and Ba. The effect of the sample vibration on the J Bc a( ) becomes
noticeable at >B 0.5a T. Note at this field, the critical current
density is already dropped by approximately one order of
magnitude relative to its zero field value =J B 0.5c a[ (

~ -JT 0 10c
1) ( ) ]. The Jc degradation developed by the influ-

ence of vibration parameters relative to the undisturbed state
reaches the maximum factor of ∼40 for the curve measured with
the highest f and A available at ~B 2a T, where a kink in this
curve is also measured.

The kink (shown by the solid arrows in figures 1(a, b)),
being the characteristic feature of all J Bc a( ) curves measured
with substantial frequency ( >f 3 Hz). It appears at ~B 2a T

(or higher, depending on the parameters of the measure-
ments), and is likely to indicate some transition in vortex
state/motion. The position of the kink on the Jc-axis mostly
depends on f, while the position on the Ba-axis is primarily
determined by A.

At higher magnetic fields there is a second, less pro-
nounced kink in J Bc a( ) dependence shown by the dotted
arrow in figure 1(b), and the best visible for J Bc a( ) measured
at f = 10 Hz. To the best of our knowledge, the existence of
this kind of feature in J Bc a( ) curves of typical YBCO films
has never been reported or considered. The nature of these
kinks is as yet unknown.

The frequency of VSM can vary in a range of 1 to 60 Hz.
Obviously, the J Bc a( ) curves degrade more rapidly at
>f 10 Hz, developing the kink (see in figure 4 of [18]). The

default VSM settings are f = 40 Hz and A = 2 mm, which
obviously develop the kink and are described by a lower Ecr

than the one expected from the sweep rate B td da set
experimentally. If the sample measured is rather tiny, the
measured magnetization signal ( µM Jc) may be very small
above the kink. Hence, it can lead to wrong interpretations for
the part of the J Bc a( ) curve above the kink to simply be, for
example, noise.

In general, the smallness of the M-signal would strongly
affect the definition of Birr, which would lose its designation
to determine the loss of vortex pinning. In this work, we
define the irreversibility field (Birr) from J Bc a( ) graphs at the
intersection of a corresponding J Bc a( ) curve with the line
indicating the lowest Jc value plotted in the corresponding
graph. This value is different for different samples types due
to their different sizes, measurement temperatures, pinning
strength, etc.

We should also note that we have measured the influence
of different frequencies on J Bc a( ) of YBCO films at different
temperatures including as low as, e.g. 10 K. At T = 10 K, Ba

was applied up to 10 T with no visible effect of vibrations
detected. However, at this temperature it was not possible
even to approach to Birr of YBCO thin films, because at
T = 10 K it can reach up to ∼100 T [19, 31, 32]. According to
figure 1, the effect of vibrations is visible upon approaching to
the irreversibility field. Hence, it was not possible to measure
the influence of vibrations at T = 10 K.

In figure 2 J Bc a( ) curves for the Nb-1 thin film measured
with different f and A at T = 4.2 K are shown. Note that the
Nb-1 film has the same geometry as the YBCO film, but it has
a different nature of pinning. Except the low field (<1.5 T)
flux-jump region (which does not correspond to a critical state
of the superconductor), the effect of sample vibrations on
J Bc a( ) in Nb-1 film is similar to that of the YBCO film as
follows: (i) The effect becomes evident at >B 0.5a T where
Jc remains of the same order as at zero field (note, that the
effect of vibrations becomes noticeable in the flux-jump
region); (ii) Each J Bc a( ) curve measured with significant
frequency exhibits two kinks at fields above 3 T (best seen
from the curve measured with f = 40 Hz and A = 1 mm);
(iii) The positions of the kinks on the -B Ja c axes depend on
frequency and amplitude of the vibrations in a similar fashion
as for YBCO films; (iv) The variation of J Bc a( ) by frequency

Figure 1. Critical current density dependences on magnetic field of
YBCO thin film at T = 77 K measured at = ´ -B td d 5 10a

3 T s−1

and different f and A, shown in semi-log (a) and log-log (b) scale.
Arrows indicate kinks on J Bc a( ) curves.
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has the same behavior as in the YBCO film (i.e. Jc degrades
rapidly with f at low frequencies and then will bunch up at
higher frequencies); (v) The maximum reduction of Jc relative
to the undisturbed state induced by vibrations is of ∼40 and
observed just above the first kink.

In figure 3, the J Bc a( ) curves for Nb-2 film measured in
VSM at different f and A are shown. The microstructure in the
Nb-2 film is more ordered (crystalized) than that in the Nb-1
film since the deposition of Nb-2 was performed at the higher
temperature, which is above Nb bulk recrystallization
temperature. More ordered microstructure provides weaker
pinning strength, which is reflected in smaller irreversibility
fields by a factor of ∼2.5 for Nb-2 than that for Nb-1 (figure 3
versus figure 2). Also, the transparency for the current flow is
higher for the Nb-2 film (indicating less defective structure) as
can be seen from the larger Jc values at low fields (<1.5 T) as
well as from higher Tc.

The general features of the vibration effect in the Nb-2
film is similar to those in the Nb-1 film. However, they are

less pronounced, in particular in the regions governed by the
supercurrent transparency (low fields) rather than pinning
(higher fields). The effect of vibrations is only marginal in the
flux-jump region of J Bc a( ) and immediately above the peak
marking the flux-jump offset in the Nb-2 films. The maximal
Jc degradation produced by higher f or/and A is about a factor
of 10 in the Nb-2 film estimated at B 1.7a T, compared to
40 in Nb-1 as estimated at B 3a T (figures 2 and 3). Thus,
the vibration effect indicates a strong dependence on material
properties.

3.2. Bulk samples

In figure 4, J Bc a( ) measured with different vibration settings
are shown for MgB2 bulk superconductor at T = 20 K. At this
temperature flux-jumps are not observed in the MgB2

superconductor [33]. A strong impact of vibrations on the
critical current density in the MgB2 bulk is obvious. As in the
case of the thin films, J Bc a( ) does degrade with increasing f
and A. In contrast, this degradation occurs at much higher
fields ( >B 3.5a T), where ~ -J B J 0 10c a c

2( ) ( ) (see the insert
in figure 4). In addition, J Bc a( ) exhibits only one weakly
pronounced kink, indicating differences in vortex dynamics
for thin film and bulk samples.

In figure 5, the J Bc a( ) curves measured at different vibra-
tion parameters are shown for the Nb bulk superconductor at
T = 4.2 K. The behavior of J Bc a( ) somewhat resembles that of
the MgB2 bulk sample, despite the much lower irreversibility
field and different material (pinning) properties: (i) The vibration
effect starts to show up at relatively high magnetic fields
( >B 0.55a T) at which  -J B J 0 10c a c

2( ) ( ) (this field region
is also above the flux-jump region); (ii) The J Bc a( ) curves
progressively degrade more rapidly with increasing frequency;
(iii) Only one kink’s features are observed (in contrast to the thin
films), which notably develops at high frequencies.

Summarizing, the vibrations affect Jc of very different
types of superconductors at all temperatures, and J Bc a( )
degrades with increasing f and A. The difference between the

Figure 2. Critical current density dependence on magnetic field of
Nb-1 thin film at T = 4.2 K measured at = ´ -B td d 5 10a

3 T s−1

with different f and A.

Figure 3. Critical current density dependence on field of Nb-2 thin
film at T = 4.2 K measured at = ´ -B td d 5 10 3 T s−1 with
different f and A.

Figure 4. Critical current density dependence on magnetic field of
bulk MgB2 at T = 20 K measured at = ´ -B td d 5 10a

3 T s−1 and
different f and A. The inset shows the entire critical current density
dependence on magnetic field.
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different types of superconductors measured can empirically
be ascribed to the differences in the geometrical factors (thin
films versus bulk), rather than the type of superconductors
(conventional superconductors, high temperature super-
conductors or MgB2), keeping in mind that the thin film forms
possess different pinning mechanisms compared to the bulk
counterparts.

The differences induced by the vibrations to the J Bc a( )
behavior in the thin films and bulk superconductors are: (a)
The magnitude of degradation in the bulk is smaller; (b) The
onset field of the J Bc a( ) degradation is substantially larger; (c)
The kink behavior is less pronounced in bulk with no second
(high-field) kink observed.

The observation of these differences suggests that the
influence of the vibrations is less pronounced in the samples
with stronger measurement signals. It is simply because the
signal to the vibration influence ratio is larger, hence larger
signals are less sensitive to the features induced by the
vibrations. Thus, the samples with larger volumes, such as
bulk samples, would naturally have larger signals upon
magnetization measurements. Note this preliminary conclu-
sion has nothing to do with the quality of the samples, pinning
strength, and the largeness of Jc in the samples. Therefore, to
maximise the focus on the influence of the vibrations on the
J Bc a( ) behavior, in the following we should mainly deal with
YBCO thin films producing the most pronounced features
induced by the vibrations. Although the origin of the vibration
influence is presumably similar in different types of super-
conductors, the differences in its appearance are likely due to
different features of vortex pinning and dynamics (including
geometrical) in these superconductors.

4. Influence of vibrations on the magnetization of
YBCO thin films

In figures 6 and 8, a part of the magnetization loops
( =M B m B Va a( ) ( ) , where V is the sample volume used for

the calculations of J Bc a( ) in figure 1 and m is a specific
magnetization) is shown in the proximity of the irreversibility
field (the field at which the irreversible magnetization
becomes reversible). All hysteresis loops have some asym-
metry between ascending and descending magnetization
branches established by the Meissner effect (the field sweep
directions are shown by the arrows). This asymmetry is the
most pronounced for magnetization measured with high fre-
quency (the best seen in figure 6(a) for the curve measured
with f = 40 Hz and A = 1 mm). Another common feature of
all magnetization curves in figures 6 and 8 is the small
negative slope visible for the reversible part of the M Ba( )
curve produced by the diamagnetic SrTiO3 substrate.

In figure 6(a), the vibration amplitude is fixed at A = 1
mm. The influence of the frequency of the vibrations on the
magnetization is significantly stronger for the descending
branches. Upon increasing f, the magnetization loop ‘shrinks’
closer, approaching to the reversible section of the loop M Br a( )
determined by the Meissner effect and schematically indicated
in figure 6(a) by the solid line. The reversible magnetization
M Br a( ) in hard superconductors at fields much higher than the

Figure 5. Critical current density dependence on magnetic field of
bulk Nb at T = 4.2 K measured at = ´ -B td d 5 10 3 T s−1 and
different f and A.

Figure 6.Magnetic moment dependence on magnetic field of YBCO
thin film at T = 77 K measured at = ´ -B td d 5 10a

3 T s−1 from
FC state with varied f and fixed A = 1 mm (a) and A = 4 mm (b).
Arrows show directions of magnetic field sweep. Hypothetical
reversible magnetizations Mr are shown with solid lines.
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full penetration field is known to be in the middle between
ascending and descending field branches [8, 34].

Thus, we have estimated M Br a( ) as the average of both
magnetization branches measured at the highest f. The
‘shrinkage’ of M Ba( ) to M Br a( ) occurs mainly due to changes
in the descending magnetization branch.

The asymmetrical influence of the increasing frequency
of the vibrations on the descending and ascending magneti-
zation branches can indicate a difference in the free energy of
the vortex lattice structure in the branches as follows. It is
known that well above the full penetration field (assuming the
absence of surface barriers and Meissner state), the slope of
the distribution of magnetic flux in the superconductor does
not depend on the magnetic field sweep direction and is
defined completely by circulating critical current J Bc a( )
[35, 36]. The distribution of the magnetic flux in a super-
conducting strip of w2 wide within the Bean model is shown
schematically in figure 7 for the ascending and descending
magnetization branches. The free energy of the super-
conductor can be represented in the London fashion as:

ò a= + +
 

F F J B H V2 d 1c a0
2( ) ( )

where the first integrand term (aJc
2) is the total kinetic energy

of the supercurrent with α being the parameter relevant to the

superconducting material, and the second integrand term is
the magnetic energy. Considering the critical state model
(figure 7), the first term is the same in both ascending and
descending Ba, while the second term is higher in descending
field as follows from figure 7. Hence, the thermodynamical
stimulus towards the minimum energy (uniform flux
distribution across the sample and suppressed current) is
stronger in descending magnetic field due to the enhanced
free energy.

Another possibility for the asymmetry of the magneti-
zation response to the frequency of the vibrations is
dependence of pinning strength on the ordering of the vortex
lattice. More ordered flux line lattices have smaller total
pinning energy [37–40]. At certain magnetic field, the flux
line lattice (FLL) is less ordered in increasing magnetic field
[37, 38] because when flux penetrates the superconductor it
‘injects’ some disorder into the lattice [39, 40]. Hence, the
vibrations might have a stronger effect on the FLL in
decreasing fields due to reduced pinning efficiency.

Figure 6(b) shows magnetization hysteresis loops mea-
sured with the larger A = 4 mm at different f. In this case, the
influence of the frequency on M Ba( ) is similarly substantial
for ascending and descending field branches, although the
certain asymmetry between the branches due to the influence
of the frequency change is still observed. The maximum
deviation of M induced by vibrations in ascending magnetic
field is more than a factor of 2 larger than in the descending
magnetic field at B 1.7a T. Apparently, the vibrations with
larger amplitudes provide significantly stronger drives for
vortex structures, and promote the effective redistribution of
these structures towards the equilibrium even in the ascending
magnetic field. Upon increasing f, the magnetization loops
also ‘shrink’ to a reversible M Br a( ) (schematically shown as a
solid line in figure 6(b)).

Figure 8 shows the hysteresis loops measured with f = 40
Hz and different A, while the reversible M Br a( ) are schema-
tically shown by the solid lines. The influence of the vibration
effect with the increasing A on M appears as follows: (i) The
irreversibility onset shifts to lower applied magnetic fields, in
accordance with the Jc dependence on the vibration para-
meters obtained in figure 1; (ii) The irreversibility degrades
more rapidly to the reversible behavior at larger amplitudes;
(iii) The reversible magnetization M Br a( ) is reduced. The
suppression of M Br a( ) indicates the increased penetration
depth λ, which grows with temperature. Thus, the M Br a( )
shift at a high f in increasing A can only imply the generation
of additional heat induced by these vibrations with large
amplitude.

In contrast, no heating related effects are observed for the
vibration with A = 1 mm at any frequency (figure 6(a)). For
this amplitude, the changes in theM loops may only imply the
increase of temperature in decreasing f, which is not plausible.

4.1. Influence of vibrations on the relaxation of magnetization

The relaxation of magnetization in superconductors is typi-
cally measured by VSM or SQUID magnetometer, and occurs
due to the thermally activated redistribution of magnetic flux

Figure 7. Schematic distribution of magnetic flux in ascending and
descending magnetic field at the same Ba within the Bean model.

Figure 8.Magnetic moment dependence on magnetic field of YBCO
thin film at T = 77 K measured at = ´ -B td d 5 10a

3 T s−1 from
FC state with f = 40 Hz and different A. The arrows show the
directions of the magnetic field sweep. The reversible magnetizations
Mr are schematically shown by the solid lines.
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towards uniform distribution [41]. The relaxation is particu-
larly large in high temperature superconductors due to their
small coherence length (thus, low vortex pinning barrier) and
strong thermal activations [42, 43].

Within Kim–Anderson linear approximation for pinning
energy barrier and Arrhenius depinning probability [43–46],
the current (magnetization) at a fixed magnetic field decays
with time logarithmically [41]:

⎛
⎝⎜

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎞
⎠⎟= -J t J

kT

U

t

t
1 ln 2c0

0
( ) ( )

where J(t) is current in superconducting film, kT is a thermal
energy, U is a vortex pinning barrier (for the YBCO thin films
grown by PLD, U is given by equation (4) in [18]), t0 is an
‘effective’ hoping attempt time ( n=t 10 0 in [18]).

In figure 9, the magnetization decay in YBCO thin film
with time is shown at T = 77 K and = -B 0.5a T. Before
these relaxation measurements the sample was field-cooled at

= -B 8a T and then the magnetic field was set at the mea-
surement field in the so-called no-overshoot mode. The VSM
measurements were performed during the entire magnetic
field sweep process in order to capture the very beginning of
relaxation process. VSM requires several seconds for accel-
eration to reach the set values of f and A during this accel-
eration time certain relaxation occurs. Thus, these few
seconds at the beginning of the relaxation, the magnetization
might be affected.

A magnetic field of −0.5 T was chosen for the mea-
surements due to several reasons: (i) The vibration effect on
magnetization is significantly stronger in descending magn-
etic field than in ascending field (see for example figure 6);
(ii) The effect also becomes obvious in YBCO films when
magnetic field >B 0.5a∣ ∣ T (figure 1), but when Ba∣ ∣ exceeds
1 T the dipole moment drops substantially affecting reliability
of the measurement; (iii) The measurements of magnetic
moment in increasing Ba∣ ∣ is noisier in the positive region of

< <B0.2 1.2a and can affect the reliability.

The plateau observed at the beginning of the relaxation
process in figure 9 might be due to the no-overshoot mode of
setting the magnetic field (progressive deceleration of the field
sweep rate upon approaching the set point). This plateau has
been referred to some initial relaxation driven redistribution
of the magnetic flux [47]. After the plateau, the magnetic
moment decreases for all the measurement settings (figure 9)
as expected and as anticipated from the Jc dependence on the
vibration settings (figure 1). The relaxation process of flux
redistribution shows only marginal changes at >t 1000 s.
The final vortex ordering depends on the vibration amplitude
(figure 9(b)), while the frequency dependence is weak
(figure 9(a)). This dependence can result from the different
thermal response to the vibration at high f and A (as discussed
above). Furthermore, note that the magnetization measured
crosses M = 0 during the relaxation process, whereas it
should be expected to stop (to level) once the reversible
magnetization M Br a( ) is reached. Hence, it further indicates
that the concept presented in the previous section (figures 6
and 8) that the reversible (Meissner) magnetization M Br a( ),
being sensitive to temperature, is defined by vibration ampl-
itude A (figure 9(b)).

In order to compare the relaxations of magnetization in
figure 9, which start and end at various values of M, the
normalized rate S of relaxation has been calculated. The S can
be derived from the equation (2) as follows:

= = = -S
M t

M

t

M

t

kT

U

1 d

d ln

d ln

d ln
3

( )
( )

where M is the normalized magnetization measured. As can
be noted from equation (3), the value of - S1 gives the
pinning potential barrier U. In figure 10, the pinning
potentials derived from the normalized relaxation are plotted.
Thus, the pinning energy decreases due to vibration of the
YBCO film. The degradation of U is enhanced if both
frequency and amplitude is increased. The vertical segments
of the U(M) curves (in figure 10) are the consequence of the
constant magnetizations at the beginning of relaxation
(figure 9).

In general, at constant magnetic field pinning energy U
depends on temperature T, density of pinning centers, pinning
energy of single pinning site U0 [18] and on the ordering of the
vortex lattice [39]. Thus, the degradation of U induced by the
sample vibration can be interpreted in several ways as follows:
(i) The increase of effective temperature due to corresponding
FLL vibrations; (ii) The sample vibration drives the vortex
lattice into a metastable pinning state with, for example, more
ordered FLL [39], which is less adapted to the pinning land-
scape. It also may partly be the consequence of (i); (iii) The
effective degradation of pinning strength of single dislocation,
which may also be the consequence of (i) and (ii).

5. Scaling of Jc Bað Þ by the interplay between
magnetic field sweep rate and frequency

Above, we have shown that the thermal response of YBCO
film to vibration with high A and f plays an important role,

Figure 9. The time dependence of magnetization measured at T = 77
K and = -B 0.5a T with A = 4 mm and different f (a), and with
f = 40 Hz and different A(b).
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while it is marginal for vibration with low A. Thus, another
mechanism suppressing Jc upon vibration of a superconductor
should exist, which may be associated with a certain pertur-
bation of vortex dynamics. If this is the case, the vibration
effect should be sensitive to the velocity of vortex motion
(á ñv ), i.e. the effect of vibration on Jc should be scalable with
the ratio of á ñv f .

In figure 11, the J Bc a( ) dependences measured with the
amplitude of A = 2 mm (exhibiting an insignificant heating
effect) at T = 77 K are shown for different ratios á ñv f . Since
the velocity of vortex motion á ñv is proportional to the magnetic
field sweep rate B td da , [18, 21] we use the employed sweep
rates as a vortex velocity measure. According to our hypothesis,
if we use two different sweep rates, we should be able to scale
J Bc a( ) curves with different frequencies. Indeed, the scaling
works as can be seen for the three different pairs of the J Bc a( )
dependences for which the ratios between the sweep rates is the

same as that between the scaling frequencies (figure 11). The
pairs of the dependences are plotted as follows: one curve with
solid symbols and the other with the same open symbols for the
sweep and frequencies ratios between the pairs equal to 2 (cir-
cles), 5(stars), and 10 (triangles). The so-plotted pairs of scaled
curves nearly coincide or closely follow each other behaviour.
Indeed, according to the irreversibility field dependence on the
electric field criteria (figure 2 in [18]) the difference between the
curves measured with = -B td d 10a

2 T/s and =B td da

´ -5 10 3 T/s (the B td da ratio of 2) should be ∼0.2 T, while
corresponding reduction of VSM frequency by factor of 2 makes
these curves almost coincide. The example of curves with the
B td da ratio of 10 ( = -B td d 10a

2 T/s and = -B td d 10a
3

T/s) is even more spectacular. The expected difference between
these sweep rates in Birr (figure 2 in [18]) is >1 T, while the
difference scaled by the frequencies is <0.4 T. Moreover, in
addition to the irreversibility field scaling, the pair (plotted by
stars) measured for the B td da ratio of 5 ( = ´ -B td d 5 10a

3

T s−1 and = -B td d 10a
3 T s−1) demonstrates the reasonable

reproducibility of the kink-features in J Bc a( ) behaviour. Thus,
the obvious interplay between the vortex motion and the fre-
quency as two independently engaged parameters, which
enables the scaling of J Bc a( ), is a strong evidence that the
vibration with fixed amplitude influences vortex dynamics
directly rather than via induced heating ( Jc suppression).

6. Vibration effect influence on the
irreversibility field

In the previous section, we mentioned the influence of the
magnetic field sweep rate (and the corresponding electric field
criterion) on the J Bc a( ) dependence and correspondingly on
the irreversibility field [18, 21]. The irreversibility field (Birr)
is defined at the point on the hysteresis loops where the
hysteresis behaviour becomes reversible before reaching the
upper critical field (Bc2). For our YBCO thin films,

~ B 5.8 0.2irr T at T = 77 K (figure 1). It demonstrates
only a weak dependence on the vibration parameters that can
be attributed to the sample heating induced by vibrations at
high f and A. However, the J Bc a( ) behaviour is strongly
dependent on the frequency and amplitude (figure 1) in
particular at >B 1a T and >f 1 Hz, the behaviour becomes
quite complex. Quantitative models for J Bc a( ) that employ Birr

for fitting J Bc a( ) curves [19, 31] or pinning force through
Kramer plots in YBCO [48–50] and MgB2 [51, 52] do not
take into account vibrations, and hence cannot explain the
kinks in the J Bc a( ) behaviour nor the Birr variations.

Using our model (equation (6) in [18]), we have fitted the
low field parts (up to 3T) of these curves (before the kink at

~B 3a T) to obtain the set of Jc curves as if there was no kink
at ∼3 T. The kink may indicate a vortex lattice or vortex
pinning related transition. Then, the *Birr has been defined at
the intersection of these fitting curves with the line
= ´J 5 107 A m−2. Note that the so-defined *Birr is well

suitable for fitting J Bc a( ) curves in YBCO films as shown in
[19, 31] or for fitting pinning force through Kramer plots
[48–50].

Figure 10. Pinning potential dependence on magnetization (current)
during relaxation of magnetization at T = 77 K and = -B 0.5a T,
obtained from normalized magnetization in figure 9 employing
equation (3).

Figure 11. Three pairs of the scaled critical current density
dependences for which the ratios between the sweep rates ( B td da ) is
the same as that between the scaling frequencies ( f ) measured at
A = 2 mm and T = 77 K.
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In figure 12, the so-obtained *Birr is plotted as function of
the measurement frequency for three different magnetic field
sweep rates with the fixed amplitude of 2 mm to rule out the
thermal effect induced by vibrations. Hence, figure 12 mostly
illustrates the impact of vibration frequency on dynamics of
the vortex lattice. In general, it appears that *Birr decreases
logarithmically with the frequency increase. The data can be
fitted with the following expression:

* = + -B f B B f fexp , 4T f
dirr irr irr( ) ( ) ( )

where BT
irr is the tempered value of the irreversibility field

measured at high frequencies, B f
irr is the value of the irrevers-

ibility field drop due to vibration at the highest frequency, fd is a
characteristic frequency of the irreversibility field decay,

+B BT f
irr irr[ ] is the irreversibility field of ‘undisturbed’ super-

conducting sample, measured at f 0 Hz. Fitting parameters
are shown in table 1.

Figure 12 and equation (4) illustrate the scaling of J Bc a( )
by the ratio á ñv f discussed in section 5. Indeed, the char-
acteristic frequency fd increases with increasing B td da

(table 1), showing the interdependent dependence of these
parameters on the reduction of *B firr( ). This is exactly what is
predicted by the Jc scaling with the ratio á ñv f : *Birr is reduced
relative to * =B f 0irr( ) at smaller frequency for slower vortices
(lower B td da ).

In figure 13, *Birr reflecting the Jc behaviour is plotted as a
function of frequency for a fixed B td da and four different
amplitudes. As the amplitude of vibrations is increased the
*B firr( ) curves shift to lower values. By fitting the plotted data

with the same expression (equation (4)), the following fitting
parameters are given in table 2.

One would expect that all *B firr( ) curves obtained with
constant B td da should have the same *  =B f B0irr irr( ) for
different vibration amplitudes. However, the superconductor
may be very sensitive to thermal effects arising from
increasing the amplitude, which leads to a similar behaviour
to that induced by faster moving vortices at larger B td da .
Notably, the characteristic frequency fd does not decrease
consistently with increased amplitude (table 2), which may
also indicate that the reduction of *B firr( ) in increasing
amplitude is driven not only by the vortex dynamics, but also
by thermal effects.

7. Possible origin of vibration-induced phenomena

In order to suppress the magnetization (critical current density),
the vibrations of superconductors need to induce some propa-
gation of vortex lattice perturbations during VSM experiments.
The most straightforward source of such propagation would be
inhomogeneities in the experimental environment or conditions,
which are nominally assumed to be constant. All inhomo-
geneities in the measurement environment can be divided into
thermal and magnetic fluctuations. There are two possibilities
for thermal perturbations: (i) The actual inhomogeneity of

Figure 12. The dependence of the irreversibility field on the
frequency at T = 77 K for three different magnetic field sweep rates.

Table 1. Parameters for equation (4) used to fit the experimental data
in figure 12.

B td da , ×10−2 T/s BT
irr, T B f

irr, T fd Hz

0.1 2.17 1.36 5.6
0.5 2.79 3.41 6.0
1.2 2.85 3.56 13.1

Figure 13. Irreversibility field dependence on frequency at T = 77 K
measured at four different VSM amplitudes.

Table 2. Parameters for equation (4) used to fit the experimental data
in figure 12(b).

A, mm BT
irr, T B f

irr, T fd Hz

1 3.29 3.41 9.0
2 2.79 3.41 6.0
3 2.36 3.65 7.4
4 2.39 5.21 2.4
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temperature in the sample’s space and (ii) Bardeen-Stephen
heating caused by periodic vortex motion [53] (if we assume
that this motion is induced by vibrations). Any vibration-
induced heating would lead to the degradation of the pinning
potential, which is proportional to the density of moving vor-
tices (i.e. Ba) and vibration frequency. The evidence for the
thermal response of the sample to the vibrations with high
amplitudes has been demonstrated in terms of reduction of
Meissner current in figures 8 and 9.

Temperature dependence of Birr was shown to be
[54, 55]:

= -B T B T T0 1 , 5c
n

irr irr( ) ( )( ) ( )

where n 3 2 [42, 56], B 0irr ( ) is the irreversibility field at zero
temperature. Equation (5) can be used for estimations of
temperature increase due to vibration, employing the *Birr
dependences (figures 12 and 13). For example, we can assume
that the entire degradation of *Birr from its value of 6 T at
f 0 and A = 1 mm (figure 13) to * B 2.5irr T at >f 25 Hz

and A = 4 mm as a result of vibration is caused by the
temperature increase. In this case, according to equation (5), the
maximum temperature rise would be more than 5 K. Such
significant temperature change should have been easily detected
by the PPMS thermometer. However, the temperature was stable
throughout the measurements. This is an additional proof that the
critical current density degradation due to vibrations is not
governed only by temperature effects.

Furthermore, we have discussed in the preceding sections
that no signature of any thermal influence resulted from
vibration with A = 1 mm. Obviously, the vibrations at A = 1
mm with increasing frequency lead to the reduction of *Birr
from 6 T to 3.5 T (figure 13). Thus, the heating may be
considered responsible for *Birr decrease from 3.5 T to 2.5 T
(at >f 25 Hz) if the amplitude is increased to 4 mm. In this
case, the temperature rise due to vibrations estimated with
equation (5) would not exceed ∼1 K, which is also significant
overestimation as this *Birr degradation is also driven by vortex
dynamics. If we further assume that the heating effect is
responsible for the 50% of the *Birr degradation (i.e. ∼0.5 T,
being also the uncertainty in the measured *Birr seen in
figure 1), then the estimation of the temperature rise with
equation (5) gives only the tenth part of Kelvin.

This above analysis shows that the sample vibration can
generate a certain heating effect, but the Jc (and corresp-
onding *Birr degradation associated with it is expected to be
relatively small. Hence, the magnetic perturbations (driving
vortex motion) demonstrated in figure 11 play a major role in
the sample vibrations measured by VSM. There are at least
three sources of small magnetic field perturbations, which can
arise during PPMS VSM measurements: (i) Inhomogeneities
of the magnetic field along the axis of the magnet (z-axis),
thus any movement of the superconductor along the z-axis
(VSM oscillations) would expose the superconductor to the
field inhomogeneities (e.g. [16]); (ii) Inhomogeneities of the
magnetic field in the plane perpendicular to the z-axis (across
the bore of the magnet), hence any displacement from the
perfect z-axis movement would be felt by the superconductor;
(iii) Tilting of the superconductor relative to external

magnetic field (as for the vibrating reed experiments [13, 57].
The first two reasons are the consequences of the geometry of
the PPMS superconducting magnets, whereas the third reason
might arise due to various mechanical imperfections of the
vibration mechanism.

In general, periodic movement of a superconductor in an
inhomogeneous magnetic field causes redistribution of vor-
tices due to generated ac supercurrents [13]. These super-
currents depend on the level of field inhomogeneities and the
amplitude of the oscillations. In the case of the tilting of the
superconductor relative to the z-axis, this process reminds the
so-called flux line walking described in [7] and observed in
[8–10]. The small in-plane periodic field is considered to
‘shake’ vortices out of pinning centers and force their
relaxation [7, 11, 12]. A small ac current is induced by the in-
plane magnetic field oscillations (resulting from the deviation
of the magnetic field direction from the sample’s z-axis) tends
to tilt vortices at each cycle of the oscillations, so that FLL is
forced into more equilibrium position decreasing  ´

 
B. If

the frequency of oscillations would increase, it leads to more
periods of relaxation happening over the same period of time
and hence to a stronger decrease in magnetization ( Jc) and
*Birr. Qualitatively, it agrees with the reduction of the irre-

versible magnetization and the drop of the critical current
density observed in [56]. This shaking process reminds our
experiments in VSM. However, in our case the frequency
range is more than an order of magnitude lower, as well as the
frequency increase reduces the irreversibility field to a certain
constant value BT

irr (equation (4)), while in the shaking process
the irreversibility field can be suppressed completely [8].

8. Conclusion

In this work an effect of vibration on the magnetization,
critical current density and irreversibility field of super-
conductors was studied during VSM experiments. It was
shown that the vibration affects Jc of all possible types of
superconductors during their VSM measurements. Increasing
vibration frequency and/or amplitude leads to progressive
reduction of the critical current density as the function of the
applied magnetic field. Results obtained for different bulk
materials and thin films can be summarized as follows: (i) The
vibration of the superconductor affects the critical current
density of superconducting samples regardless of the geo-
metry of the sample, vortex pinning properties or measure-
ment temperature, the effect develops in increasing Ba; (ii)
The vibration effect is more intense in thin films, it starts to
take place at smaller Ba and higher Jc than in bulk super-
conductors; (iii) Vibrations develop two kinks on J Bc a( )
curves in the thin films and only one rather weak kink in the
bulk samples, indicating certain transitions in vortex state/
motion. The kinks become more pronounced by enhancing f
and/or A; (iv) Different trends of the J Bc a( ) behavior to the
variation of vibration frequency are revealed for bulk mate-
rials and thin films: in bulk materials, the J Bc a( ) curves pro-
gressively degrade with increasing f faster than in the thin
films, in which the J Bc a( ) curves degrade rapidly at low f and
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then remain unchanged at higher f; (v) The vibration of
superconductors affects the flux-jumps process during mag-
netization measurement.

Analysis of magnetization curves measured for the
YBCO thin films has shown that the responses of magneti-
zation to changes in frequency and amplitude are qualitatively
different. The study of magnetization dependence on the
applied magnetic field measured at different vibration para-
meters revealed the asymmetry of the vibration effect on
ascending and descending magnetic field branches. This
indicates different states of vortex lattice in these two bran-
ches. A frequency increase leads to the emergence of a certain
reversible (Meissner-like) state with its own M Br a( ) depend-
ence. The emergence of the reversible state from irreversible
hysteresis loops is significantly faster if the vibrations possess
large amplitudes. In this case, M Br a( ) is reduced compared to
small amplitudes, indicating certain thermal processes in the
superconductor.

Analysis of the relaxation experiments confirmed that
increase of the vibration amplitude leads to a certain heating of
the superconductor. At large A, heating can increase with
increasing f. Relaxation measurements also showed that the
effect of vibrations can be thought of as decreasing pinning
potential with increasing frequency and/or amplitude (figure 10).

The J Bc a( ) dependences measured with different magn-
etic field sweep rates were shown to be scalable with the
corresponding frequency (figure 11), suggesting that the fre-
quency induces vortex motion. Hence, the vibration effect is
likely driven by the vortex dynamic, which is at high f and/or
A assisted by thermal effect. This result was further supported
by the irreversibility field *Birr behaviour, which exhibits
logarithmic decay in increasing frequency.

Thus, the effect of the vibrations on the critical current
density and and irreversibility field is governed by thermal
and magnetic perturbations of the vortex structure. The role of
heating effect is shown to be relatively small, while magnetic
perturbations promote relaxation of the vortex lattice in a
sweeping magnetic field, degrading the critical current density
in a somewhat similar fashion to vortex shaking [7, 11, 12].

The nature of the kinks in J Bc a( ) behaviour is assumed to
be the indication of some dynamic transitions of the vortex
lattice, which is currently under investigation.
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